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Abstract 

This paper reports an experimental investigation for the impact of the head drop size as well as the 
outer phase viscosity on the coalescence time of two water drops vertically aligned in silicone oil. Two 
types of silicone oil with different viscosities have been used in this work (47v350 and SilOil 

M40.165). A specific configuration of a sessile drop in direct contact with another drop placed above 
has been studied. The coalescence time is depending mainly, in this work, on the relaxation of the 
resulted drop together with its contact angle evolution during the merger process. For both liquid-
liquid (LL) systems, the first stage of the coalescence process was dominated by the inertial forces 

induced by capillarity where the redefined Reynolds number �� is found to be much greater than the 

unity (�� >> 1). It’s depicted that the smaller the head drop volume the faster the merger process. 
The viscosity of the outer phase has also found to have a main impact on the coalescence time and 
therefore on the relaxation of the resulted drop as well as its contact angle. It’s found that increasing 
much more the outer viscosity provokes a long coalescence time accompanied with an elimination of 
the harmonic movement characterizing the merger drop relaxation as well as a damping of the contact 
angle dynamics. Focusing on the first instants of the merger process where a liquid bridge linking the 

drops is formed, it’s shown that for the different head drop volumes used in the study that the variation 

of the dimensionless capillary pressure �∗ in function with the dimensionless time �∗ is the same for 

each LL system and it follows a power scaling law presented in the last section.  

1. Introduction 

With the high development of technologies in the recent decades, drops dynamics is seen to be 
involved in different industries. From the micro to the large scale of industrial applications, numerous 
researches have been carried out around this subject. In biology and micro-biology, mixing substances 
inside drops which are considered as micro-reactors is used to accelerate the validation of physical 
properties of new molecules [1-4]. Recently and with the evolution of the pandemic situation of 

COVID-19, the dynamics of respiratory drops in evaporation is utilized to determinate their drying 
time on infected subject to better understand and control the corona-virus circulation [5]. Drops 
dynamics and coalescence is amply present as well in pharmaceutical, cosmetics as well as food 
industries where the emulsification processes are primordial [6-10]. In petroleum engineering, 

researchers have focused on the study of the droplets coalescence and how to accelerate the 
destabilization of the water drops-in-oil emulsion [11-20]. The coalescence process is complex and 
could incorporate more and more physics that could impact its dynamics (heat and mass transfer, 
electrostatics, electromagnetic…etc). The first instants of the initially stationary drops merger process 
are generally characterized by the building of a capillary liquid bridge where its formation regime is 

determinate by a scaling law [21-24]. Numerous factors could impact the development of the capillary 
liquid bridge. For free surfactant gradient, the increasing in the outer phase viscosity is found to 
decelerate the formation of the liquid bridge while maintaining a symmetrical coalescence [25-26]. On 
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the other side, researcher [25] found that in the presence of a surfactant gradient between two 
interfaces, the coalescence becomes asymmetrical. Focusing on the coalescence of a sessile drop with 
a same fluid drop placed above (vertically aligned water drops) in silicone oil, Brik et al., [27] 
proposed an experimental and numerical investigation for the impact of the outer phase viscosity on 

the liquid bridge building as well as the development speed and the external capillary pressure 
generated during the formation of the bridge. For a deposited sessile drop where the measured contact 

angle was about 	 = 89° they illustrated that for a given dispersed phase viscosity, the more the 
surrounding viscosity is large, the lower the rate of the liquid bridge growth, the lower the earlier 
radial velocity of the bridge, and the higher the external capillary pressure generated around the 
bridge. For gas-liquid systems, Gungen et al., [28] studied numerically the impact of the super-
hydrophobic texture of the surface on the recoiling of the resulted drop during the coalescence of 
vertically aligned water drops in air. Somwanshi et al., [29] have studied the coalescence dynamics of 

vertically aligned water drops in air over a super-hydrophobic surface. Researchers [29] illustrated that 
for unequal drops recoil is seen earlier but with a small recoil height. Furthermore, the relaxation of 
the resulted drop took particular attention due to its importance on the study of the dynamics of the 
contact line and its impact on the convection generated inside the coalesced drop and so the enhancing 

performance of the mixing [30-31]. Zheng et al., [32] studied the relaxation of the liquid bridge 
formed during the merging of two initially stationary sessile drops in air and deposited on an organic 
glass surface where they used water with different quantities of glycerin in order to investigate the 
impact of the dispersed phase viscosity. They found that the liquid bridge undergoes a harmonic 
damped movement. They illustrated as well that the more the dispersed phase viscosity, the more the 

damping effect due to the viscous dissipation. For the same configuration and the most principle for 
changing the working fluid viscosity (adding glycerin to water), Lee et al., [33] proved that for low 
and moderate viscosities the high inertia of the impacting droplet provokes the most spreading of the 
coalesced drop. For the glycerin drops (very viscous working fluid), researchers found that the 

spreading length doesn’t change appreciably because of the huge resistance generated by the dispersed 
phase viscosity. Khandekar et al., [34] studied more deeply the relaxation phenomena of vertically 
aligned drop in air where the sessile drop was deposited on a superhydrophobic surface. In such gas-
liquid systems, self-propulsion of the resulted drop could be obtained under surface texture and initial 
velocity conditions [35-38]. Nowadays, the electronic devices which are more and more compact are 

found to release huge quantities of heat and an efficient cooling and thermal management for such 
devices is crucial to avoid their deterioration. For this purpose, fluid drops-in-dielectric oil emulsions 
are used. In such application, the specific configuration of two vertically aligned drops where one is 
deposited on a surface is more likely to be encountered. For that, in order to contribute to the 

understanding of the coalescence process where the first stage is dominated by inertial regime (�� >>1) which is widely encountered in different thermal applications as well as petroleum and 
pharmaceutical engineering, we propose herein an experimental investigation for the impact of the 
drop size as well as the viscosity of the outer phase on the coalescence time and so the relaxation and 
the contact angle dynamics during the merging process between vertically aligned water drops in 
different silicone oil viscosities; silicone oil “SilOil M40.165” and silicone oil “47v350”. At first, we 

investigate the impact of the head drop volume on the time spent to a complete stabilization of the 
resulted drop. Then, the impact of the outer phase viscosity is studied by comparing the behavior of 
the relaxation of the resulted drop as well as the dynamics of its contact angle and the evolution of the 
drop tip velocity when used two different viscosities of silicone oil. At the end, we present a scaling 
law, observed for the LL systems studied in the work, characterizing the variation of the dimensionless 

capillary pressure �∗ of the liquid bridge in function with the dimensionless time �∗. 
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2. Methods 

In this work, we’ve investigated the influence of the drop sizes on the dynamics of the coalescence of 
vertically aligned water drops submerged in silicone oil. As cited above, the first stage of the merger 

process is dominated by inertial regime for both LL studied systems (�� >> 1). Physical properties of 
the fluids used in the different experiments are presented in table 1. The different densities and 
viscosities of the distilled water and silicone oils are obtained from the technical details of the 

products, while the surface tensions are obtained at a temperature T ≈ 25°C from our lab experiments 

using the KRÜSS advance system. 

 Fluids Density [kg/m3] Viscosity [Pa*s] Surface tension [N/m] 

Distilled water 1000 0.001 - 

Silicone oil M40.165 920 0.01 ≈ 0.038 

Silicone oil 47 v 350 970 0.35 ≈ 0.037 

Table 1: physical properties of different fluids used in the study 

Table 2 summarizes the details (initial radiuses of the head drops and their corresponding capillary 

pressures) of the LL systems studied in this work. 

Liquid-Liquid 

system 
�����  [��] ����� ���� + ��

2�� � [��] ����� (2 ��!)⁄  [�$] 
Water drops in 

silicone oil 

SilOil M40.165 

0.5 (0.53µl) 

1.5 

152 

1 (4µl) 76 

1.56 (16µl) 48,72 

Water drops in 

silicone oil  

47 v 350 

0.5 (0.53µl) 

1.5 

148 

1 (4µl) 74 

1.56 (16µl) 47,43 

Table 2: initial drops radiuses with their corresponding capillary pressures  

In the table "ℎ�$'" and "( − �*" refer to the head drop and the equivalent sessile drop radius, 

respectively. 

3. Experimental setup 

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental configuration used to study the coalescence of a sessile water 

drop with another drop placed above. Both drops are immersed in a cube fill of silicone oil (80�� ×80�� × 20��) where the temperature of the system is found to be varied between 23 and 25C° in 
different experiences carried out in this study. Focusing on this slight temperature variation, no impact 
is remarked on the obtained results. Using the KRÜSS Advance system, the first drop is generated 
precisely with one pumping before directed and getting contact with the bottom surface of the cube to 

form a sessile drop where the measured contact angle is 	 = 78° ∓ 5°, the spread radius is �� ≈1,45�� and the height is � = 1.1�� which gives an equivalent radius �( ≈ 1.5��. After waiting a 
while to guarantee that the sessile drop reaches its equilibrium shape (due the fact that the drop is 
surrounded by oil, its equilibrium takes a couple of milliseconds), the second droplet is then generated 
and directed very slowly to get in contact with the sessile drop. The reason for bringing the head drop 
with such a very low speed is to avoid the impact of the velocity approaching on the coalescence. 

Coupling the KRÜSS system with a high-speed camera (Keyence VW-9000E), the coalescence 
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process is directly recorded at a frame rate 10000s-1. In order to check the reproducibility of the 

experimental results, experiments have been repeated three times.  

       

      Figure 1: schematic illustration of the coalescence experiment 

4. Impact of the head drop radius  

Figure 2 presents experimental snapshots for the coalescence between vertically aligned drops on a 
bottom glass surface of a cube filled with silicone oil M40.165 for different head drop sizes. It’s 

observed from these first series of experiments that the coalescence process is faster for small sized 
head drops comparing to the cases where the head drops are larger. This is caused mainly to the time 
spent by the coalesced drop for its relaxation before stabilizing in its final shape as discussed bellow.  
In the different results presented hereafter, the relaxation time of the coalesced drop is presented as the 
time variation of the drop tip position. From figures 2a, 3a and 4a, It’s illustrated, respectively, that for 

the small head drop volume (4���� �567 = 0.54μ9) the resulted drop spends almost 0.02s before 

stabilizing in its final shape which is faster comparing to the case where the head drop volume is equal 

to that of the sessile one (4���� �567 = 4μ9) where the time is found to be nearly to 0.05s. When the 

head drop volume is significantly larger than that of the sessile drop (4���� �567 = 16μ9) it’s observed 

that the resulted drop takes much more time to stabilize in its final shape, about 0,15s, which is 
remarkably greater than other previous cases. This time is spent mainly by the resulted drop in its 
relaxation around its final stabilized shape as shown in figure 2b, 3b and 4b, respectively. From the 
latter, it’s remarked that in the first instants the drop tip is kept at the same position and doesn’t vary 
with time. This is observed in all the other series of experiments and refers principally to the fact that 

the resulted drop stays sticking on the needle tip for the earliest instants of the drops coalescence. 
These instants are generally characterized by the formation of a liquid bridge linking the drops.   

 

 
 

Daughter drop 

a) 
1mm 
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Figure 2: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (SilOil M40.165); 

b) time variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� = 1,5��); 4���� �567 = 0.54μ9 (���� = 0,5��). 

 

 
Figure 3: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (SilOil M40.165); 

b) corresponding time variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 
(��� = 1,5��); 4���� �567 = 4μ9 (���� = 1��). 

b) 

Daughter drop 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 4: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (SilOil M40.165); 

b) time variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� = 1,5��); 4���� �567 = 16μ9 (��� = 1,56��). 

After a complete building of the liquid bridge, the capillary wave starts propagating which provokes 
later the detachment of the resulted drop from the needle tip. But just before, the later keeps linked to 
the drop by a liquid satellite as shown in different figures bellow. It’s remarked from that different 

figures that the larger is the drop volume ratio (
=>?@=A?@) the longer is the formed continuous satellite. This 

is due principally to the higher capillarity that generated when the volume of the head drop linked to 
the needle tip is larger. This capillarity resists the downward fluid drainage during the merging which 
provokes the generation of the continuous satellite where the length is depending on the volume of the 

a) 

b) 

1,5 mm 

1 mm 
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head drop. After its rupture with the resulted drop, the satellite is pulled up promptly to the needle tip. 
Like illustrated in figure 2a and figure 3a, an extremely small daughter droplet is generated after the 
continuous satellite rupture. This remark is missed for the coalescence of the sessile drop with the 
large volume head drop as presented in figure 4a. The generation of the daughter drop is explained to 

the fact that her volume was trapped between two opposite bulk flows. The first is due to the 
downward movement of the merger drop centroid, and the second is referring to the upward 
movement of the very small quantity that tends to return back and stick on the needle tip. The balance 
between these forces will cause a rupture of the interface and provokes the generation of the secondary 
daughter drop. Afterward, the drop tip starts a damped harmonic movement before stabilizing at a final 

position as shown in figures above. This harmonic behavior is referring principally to the variation of 
the gravitational energy that causes a downward movement of the head drop centroid from its initial 
position (just at the starting the merger process) before reaching its smallest value at the first minimal 
peak where it will gain a maximal kinetic energy that pushes its upward to reach it first maximal peak. 

The time transformation between these two different energies is damped by the intermediate of the 
viscous dissipation until the resulted drop reaches its final equilibrium shape. Calculating the 
difference between the smallest and the largest peak (first amplitude) for each harmonic movement 
presented in figures 2b, 3b and 4b, respectively, it’s found that the amplitude characterized the 
coalescence of the equal volume drops (figure 3) is the highest comparing to the two other cases.  

- Impact of the continuous phase viscosity  

In order to investigate the impact of the higher outer viscosity on the coalescence dynamics of 
different sized vertically aligned water drops, a series of experiments have been carried out. 

Comparing to the first experiments, only the continuous phase have been changed where more viscous 
silicone oil is chosen (47v350). Physical properties of the latter are cited in table 1. As used in the first 

experiments, there too the constant volume sessile drop (4����;<� �567 = 4μ9) has been deposited on a 

non-treated surface where the measured contact angle is 	 = 72° ∓ 5°. Figures 5, 6 and 7 present 
snapshots for the coalescence process of vertically aligned water drops in silicone oil (47v350) for 

different head drop volumes (4��� = 0,53μ9, 4μ9 $C' 16μ9) as well as the time evolution of the drop 
tip position corresponding to each case. As found for the results above, the merger process is faster for 
small head drops volume than for other cases where the head drop volume is relatively larger. 
Comparing the coalescence time found for the two LL systems studied herein, it’s found that the 

process in the water drops in low viscosity silicone oil (SilOil M40.165) is faster than the second LL 
system where the continuous phase (47v350) is highly viscous. The histogram shown in figure 8 
illustrates more details about time spent by the merger process for each LL system in function with the 
head drop volume. This significant difference in the coalescence speed is due to the viscous resistance 

provoked by the viscosity of the outer phase. This resistance is generated during the different 
coalescence stages starting from the building of the liquid bridge to the relaxation of the resulted drop 
passing through the propagation of the capillary wave. Focusing on the relaxation of the resulted drop, 
it’s depicted that for the water drops in high viscous silicone oil system (47v350) the damped 
harmonic movement is missed and the drop tip position is found to be damped directly after the 

rupture of the continuous liquid satellite.  
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Figure 5: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (47v350); b) time 

variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� =1,5��);4���� �567 = 5,3μ9 (��� = 0,5��). 
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1 mm 

1 mm 
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Figure 6: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (47v350); b) time 

variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� = 1,5��); 4���� �567 = 4μ9 (��� = 1��). 

 

 

Figure 7: a) experiments snapshots for the coalescence of water drops in silicone oil (47v350); b) time 

variation of the drop tip position of the coalesced drop. 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� ≈ 1,5��); 4���� �567 = 16μ9 (��� = 1,56��). 

This behavior is due mainly to the high viscosity of the surrounded phase (47v350 silicone oil). The 
latter have resisted the gravitational energy and provoked, in contrast with the first LL system, a one 
stage downward movement of the merger drop centroïd until the equilibrium shape. Although, despite 

1,5 mm 

1 mm 

1 mm 
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the absence of the relaxation time, the merger process takes much more time to stabilize in its final 
shape (figure 8). The time evolution of the coalesced drop tip velocity is presented in figure 9 for both 
LL systems used in this work. As found for the evolution of the drop tip position, it’s depicted that the 
variation of the velocity is characterized by a harmonic damped movement when the surrounded phase 

has a low viscosity contrary to the case where the outer viscosity is much higher and in this case it’s 
remarked that the time evolution velocity starts from a higher velocity and stabilized without passing 

through harmonic movement.    

 

Figure 8: comparing between the times spent for the merger process for different head drops sizes  

            

 

            

 

a) 

b) 

1 mm 

1 mm 1 mm 

1 mm 
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Figure 9: time variation of the drop tip velocity for different head drops sizes. Water drops in SilOil 

M40.165 (left) and water drops in 47v350 (right). 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� ≈ 1,5��); a) 4��� =0,53μ9 (����� �567 = 0,5��); b) 4��� = 4μ9 (����� �567 = 1��); c) 4���� �567 = 16μ9 (���� =1,56��). 

The relaxation of the resulted drop does not involve just vertical motions; it also provokes a variation 
of the dynamic contact angle which is as well found to be impacted by the size of the head drop as 
well as the viscosity of the outer phase. Figure 10 illustrates the time evolution of the contact angle of 
the resulted drop during the coalescence process for both studied LL systems. It’s observed that the 
first instants of the coalescence process are characterized by a no change of the contact angles. This 

period is referring to the initial moments of the liquid bridge building where the capillary wave starts 
propagating and located around the contact point between the two drops and so doesn’t impact the 
bottom levels of the sessile drop. It’s remarked that this initial period where the contact angle doesn’t 
change is impacted by the head drop volume for water drops in higher viscous silicone oil (47v350) 

where it’s found that the smaller the head drop volume the longer the no change period of the merger 
drop contact angle (7ms and 10ms for 4µl and 16µl head drop volumes, respectively). For the water 
drops in lower silicone oil (SilOil M40.165) system, the initial period (no change contact angle) is 
found to be almost the same (2ms). The viscosity of the outer phase has also an impact on the no 
change period of the resulted drop contact angle. It’s depicted that for higher outer phase viscosity, the 

period where the merger drop contact angle doesn’t vary is longer than what was observed when the 
surrounded viscosity is low. This is provoked mainly by the external capillary pressure generated from 
the outer to the inner phase and that resists the propagation of the capillary wave during the drops 
coalescence. This resistance action is more important within higher viscous oils than in lower viscous 

ones. A special case is observed for the small volume head drop (0.53µl) in contact with the sessile 
drop in the high viscous silicone oil (47v350). It’s found that the merger drop contact angle doesn’t 
change during all the coalescence process. This is due to the combination of the fact that the head drop 
is small and put in highly viscous outer phase which provokes a permanent no change of the contact 
angle as shown in figure 10a (right). After the no change period, the contact angle starts moving for 

both LL systems. It’s depicted that for a low viscosity outer phase, the contact angle undergoes a 

damped harmonic movement where the first amplitude (	D�E − 	D;F) is found to be increasing with 
the increasing of the head drop volume. In contrast, for the higher outer phase viscosity the contact 

angle variation is more stable where the harmonic movements are missing. It’s depicted that the more 
the head drop volume increases the more intense is the first variation of the contact angle before 
getting its final value without undergoing the harmonic movement. This is due to the relatively higher 
gravitational energy caused by the increasing of the head drop volume that pushes the centroid 

downward and could provoke a slight variation in the contact angle before getting damped by the 
intermediate of the high viscous resistance. 

c) 
1 mm 1 mm 
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Figure 10: time variation of the contact angle for different head drops sizes. Water drops in SilOil 

M40.165 (left) and water drops in 47v350 (right). 4����;<� �567 = 4μ9 (��� ≈ 1,5��); a) 4��� =0,53μ9 (����� �567 = 0,5��); b) 4��� = 4μ9 (����� �567 = 1��); c) 4���� �567 = 16μ9 (���� =1,56��). 

As cited above, the first instants of the coalescence process obtained for different series of experiments 
carried out in this work are characterized by the building of a liquid bridge that connects the drops and 

initiates the production of a single resulted drop (figure 11). The impact of the drop size initially 
positioned above the sessile one is investigated on the variation of the dimensionless capillary pressure 

generated around the liquid bridge during its formation.  

c) 

b) 

a) 

t ≈ 7ms 

t ≈ 10ms 

t ≈ 2ms 

t ≈ 2ms 

t ≈ 2ms 
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Figure 11: schematic of the evolution of the capillary liquid bridge during the coalescence of vertically 

aligned drops.  

Results proved that the same behavior was found for different head drop sizes where the external 
pressure is higher at an earliest stage of the bridge formation and decreases as the liquid bridge 
building progresses. As proved in the literature [27], this behavior is due mainly to the fact that the 

radius of the liquid bridge is smaller enough to guarantee a higher capillary pressure at earliest instants 

of the merging (�<�!5 = GHI?JK(L)) and as the liquid bridge radius grows the capillary pressure 

generated around it decreases in parallel until it reaches its lowest value when the liquid bridge is 

almost completely formed. Normalizing the capillary pressure  �∗ for each head drop size, using the 

capillary pressure of the head drop before the coalescence ����� (table 2), its variation for both 

systems in function with the dimensionless time �∗ for both LL systems is presented in figures 12a and 

12b, respectively. Calculating the redefined Reynolds number (�� = G5(L)MNO ) for these different LL 

systems at � = 0.0001(, it’s found that it is widely larger than the unity (�� > 3000 for all the 
different studied head drop volumes) which explains that the regime of the initial stage of the 

coalescence process is dominated by the inertial forces induced by capillarity. Thereby, the time 

normalizing was realized using the inertial-capillary time P; = QMHR
G . It’s observed for the different 

sizes of the head drop that the variation of the dimensionless capillary pressure (�∗ = S(L)ST?>UV@) with the 

dimensionless time (�∗ = L
QWXR

Y
) is characterized by a power scaling law as following: 

�(�)�Z����� = [
\
] �

Q^�_ `
a

�b
                                                            (1) 

here   is the surface tension of the LL system, � and ^ are, respectively, the radius and the density of 
the head drop.  
It’s depicted from the figures that the parameters A and B haven’t been affected by the head drop size 
where the same values are found regardless of the head drop volume. In contrast, since the surface 
tensions of both LL systems are practically the same, these parameters A and B are depending strongly 
but not only on the viscosity of the outer phase. For the water drops-in-Silicone oil “M40.165” system, 

parameters A and B are found to be ≈ 0.51 and ≈ 0.41, respectively. On the other side, these 

parameters take the value of about [ ≈ 0.91 and c ≈ 0.47 for the water drops-in-Silicone oil 
“47v350”. In order to get further information about different elements those impact parameters A and 
B, more experiments and numerical studied have to be carry out for more liquid-liquid and gas-liquid 
systems.  
 

1.5 mm 
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Figure 12: Variation of the dimensionless capillary pressure �∗ around the liquid bridge with the 

dimensionless time �∗ for different sizes of the head drop; a) water drops-in-silicone oil “M40.165”; b) 
water drops-in-silicone oil “47v350”. 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the impact of the outer phase viscosity as well as the size of the head drop have been 
investigated on the relaxation together with the contact angle of the resulted drop during the 
coalescence of vertically aligned drops in silicone oil. Two types of silicone oil have been used; Huber 

SilOil M40.165 and Rhodorsil 47v350. Calculating the redefined Reynolds number (�� ≫ 1), it was 
found that the first stages of the coalescence process is dominated by the inertial force for both LL 

systems. The main results that have been found are as follow: 

- For low viscous outer phase, the resulted drop undergoes a damped harmonic relaxation that is 
referred to the balance between the gravitational energy that pushes the drop centroid 

downward, the kinetic energy that pushes the centroid upward and the dissipative viscous 
energy that damped this harmonic movement. Considering that the contact line changes very 
slowly, this energy balance will impact directly the contact angle as well, which undergoes the 
same behavior with a damped harmonic variation. It’s found that the first amplitude of the 

contact angle variation increases with the increasing of the head drop volume. Contrary to the 
vertical relaxation of the resulted drop where it’s found that the first amplitude is higher for 

equal volume drop (4 = 4μ9) than other cases where the aligned drops are not equal.  
- For a highest viscosity of the outer phase, it’s depicted that the relaxation of the resulted drop 

is mono-stage and doesn’t undergo any harmonic movement. This is explained by the fact that 
the viscous dissipation generated herein is much higher than the previous case which leads to a 
sufficient resistance to the gravitational energy that supposed to push the centroid downward 
what results on the direct damping of the drop tip. Concerning the contact angle, here too the 

highest viscosity has a main impact on its dynamics. It’s found that for very small head drops 

volume (4 = 0.53μ9), the contact angle doesn’t undergo any variation and conserved its initial 
contact angle during all the merger process. Furthermore, it’s found that the more the head 

drop volume increases the more the contact angle varies slightly but without any harmonic 
movement comparing to the previous case before coming back to its final equilibrium contact 
angle. 

- Focusing on the first instants of the coalescence process which is characterized by the building 

of liquid bridge, it’s illustrated that the dimensioning of the capillary pressure of the latter 

b) a) 
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shows that its evolution with the dimensionless time follows a power scaling law presented in 
eq.1 where new parameters A and B appeared. In order to check the applicability of this power 
law, a series of other numerical and experimental studies have to be carried out taking into 

account a large range of liquid-liquid and gas-liquid systems.  
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